Additions & Corrections


Antibody Profiling of Bipolar Disorder Using Escherichia coli Proteome Microarrays

Po-Chung Chen, Guan-Da Syu, Kuo-Hsuan Chung, Yu-Hsuan Ho, Feng-Hsiang Chung, Pao-Huan Chen, Jyun-Mu Lin, Yi-Wen Chen, Shang-Ying Tsai, and Chien-Sheng Chen

Drs. Shang-Ying Tsai and Chien-Sheng Chen should be listed as the corresponding authors for this article. The contact information for each author is listed below. Shang-Ying Tsai: Department of Psychiatry, School of Medicine, College of Medicine, Taipei Medical University, Taipei, Taiwan. 250 Wu-Hsin Street, Taipei, Taiwan. Telephone: +886–2-27372181 ext. 3661, E-mail: tmcpsyts@tmu.edu Chien-Sheng Chen: Graduate Institute of Systems Biology and Bioinformatics, National Central University, 300, Jhongda Rd., Jhongli City, Taoyuan County 32001, Taiwan. Telephone: +886–3-4227151 ext. 36103, Fax: +886–3-4273822, E-mail: cchen103@gmail.com In the abstract, “In the single blind test using another four BD-A, four HC, and four SZ samples” should read, “In the single blind test using another four BD-A, four HC, and six SZ samples.”

PAGE 512:

Under the BD Committee Training heading, “Additional plasma-collection of six BD-A, six BD-R, six SZ patients, and six HCs” should read, “Additional plasma-collection of six BD-A, six BD-R, nine SZ patients, and six HCs.” Additionally, in the right column, first paragraph, “ybbJ was both found in BD-R versus HC and BD-A versus BD-R” should read, “ybbJ was both found in BD-A versus HC and BD-A versus BD-R.”
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We suggest that subscribers photocopy these corrections and insert the photocopies at the appropriate places where the article to be corrected originally appeared. Authors are urged to introduce these corrections into any reprints they distribute. Secondary (abstract) services are urged to carry notice of these corrections as prominently as they carried the original abstracts.